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Chapter 2 The Quest for Profit

Chapter Introduction 

In an attempt to critically explore the intersection of online communities with e – commerce
practices and models, Werry (1999) identifies three major stages. The online community is first
seen as peripheral to business goals or even as an obstacle to be overcome, not to say a threat. The
second stage has taken hold by 1995 and is mainly concerned with revenue streams generated by
e- marketing “as dreams of online sales fade and advertising and strategies of interactive
marketing become the primary means of making money on the Internet” (Werry, 1999: 1). And
from 1997 onwards, ‘online community’ is increasingly portrayed as the core of all
e-commerce endeavours, however still driven by e- marketing expectations in a paranoia of mass
customisation and personalisation.

The Land of Wealth 

Sometime around 1994, it just happened[1]. The Internet was no longer to be seen as a window to
anything vaguely reminding of a cryptic computer network populated by academics and computer
visionaries or freaks and constantly penetrated by malicious computer hackers, and other
romantics who claimed ownership over something they did not own. Far from being “a
consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions of legitimate operators” (Gibson 1984:
67), the Internet would become a shopping paradise experienced daily by billions of legitimate
consumers. It was time that Case stopped fooling around and got a job in the fastest growing
industry ever. They say that nothing can stop an idea whose time has come and e-commerce’s
time had certainly come. Venture Capitalists, business gurus and financial markets would all play
their part to ensure this anyway. But what about all these romantics and academics and computer
freaks? Are they welcomed to this commercial utopia? 

Cyberspace is the land of wealth, argue Canter and Siegel (1994), however their How to Make a
Fortune on the Information Superhighway treats cyberspaceu as an ‘unexplored and
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underdeveloped frontier’ largely populated by ‘natives’ “…whose resistance to
commercial development is defined as aggression ….[and thus] this population ought to be
policed and disciplined in ways that safeguard business interests” (Werry 1999:3). 

The perception of the Internet as an unregulated space waiting to be turned into a gigantic
shopping centre, surprisingly or not, was too appealing for business managers to ignore. The
promise of abundant consumer markets ripe for commercial exploitation paved the way for the
explosion of interest in selling online. Presumably, that was what potential customers longed for,
and this, no doubt, would in turn trigger unprecedented growth and open up new profit horizons
for corporations stuck in saturated markets of no expanding consumer demand. Startled by the
overwhelmingly skyrocketing adoption of the Web in the Western world, they were set to create
the ‘virtual store’.

At the meantime, the Web’s growth accelerated as increasingly more people started creating
their own personal websites. Websites providing non-technically savvy users with easy-to-use
tools to create their own website and free web hosting, played an important role. In 1994,
Geocities was born. By offering “free homepages to the Web population at large, built around
the concept of neighbourhoods where homesteaders shared similar interests”, it cultivated a fast
growing, vibrantly interesting, online community. Congregations of people in virtual space, as in
physical space, were expected to eventually evolve into markets and markets, in turn, would
create market opportunities and revenue for the ones well positioned to exploit them. On these
grounds, although Geocities was struggling in the race for profits, the future, nevertheless, looked
enticingly prosperous. 

The Revolution that Never Was 

In a cyclone of business turbulence and technological uncertainly[2], e- commerce expectations
mushroomed. The revolution was underway to re-shape the business landscape. In their 1995
classic Exploiting the virtual value chain, Rayport and Sviolka, conclude that the transition from
market places to market spaces creates new business models and sources of revenue as
value-added to the customers is now derived from information. The road ahead, according to Bill
Gates3 (1995), is a “shopping heaven”. And at the same year, Estabrooks suggests that the
digital revolution “involves the creation of new products, services and markets, and the
restructuring of whole industries” (1995:ix). Under ‘electronic capitalism’, the design,
development and production of all products and, the trading and exchange of all goods and
services are re-invented as a result of expanding digital convergence in a global, interconnected
economy (Estabrooks 1995: x, 212). 

Of course, online communities would play a protagonist role in that electronic capitalism.
Armstrong and Hagel (1995) observe that online communities can only multiply as more people
get online and that real profits are in the horizon. They recognise that most of these communities
are non – commercial but they are adamant that commercially focused kinds of ‘community’
will emerge soon. The business logic is that “communities will more efficiently integrate
communication (chat, bulletin boards, email), information (directories, advertising), entertainment
(books, magazines, games) and transactions… consumers will demand such a shift. They can
already buy wine online in one place and talk to other oenophiles in another. They can order a
bouquet of flowers by going online as easily as by picking up the phone. Financial transactions
are already a feature of life online. So what will change?” (Armstrong and Hagel 1995). What
will change is the scope for commercial growth through advanced and highly personalised,
interactive marketing communications, signalling huge power shifts in the marketplace towards
more informed, more powerful consumers who form virtual communities and smash average
product and service offerings in an oversupplied world (Ibid). 

Armstrong and Hagel (1995) identify four distinct types of needs common to Internet users that
will form the basis for the emergence of online communities: need for relationship, fantasy,
interest, and transaction. The more of these needs a commercially – engineered online
community can fulfil, the greater the chances of success as the ingredient of ‘convenience’ is
added to the business plan recipe.  However, profit – making online communities will not
coalesce around these ‘needs’ as if by magic and community design and management will be
both critical and daunting issues. As far as the revenue model is concerned, it should be flexible
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to shape itself to the special needs of the community: you can either charge for ‘access’,
‘specific content’, or draw on transactions and advertising. Most importantly, the authors
argue, in a marketing – driven economy, even if these revenue streams prove to be unviable,
more accurate and richer customer information will translate in enhanced organisational
responsiveness to customer desires and product and service innovation, therefore the path to
future riches is open and favours ‘first – movers’.  
 
Meanwhile, the more people bought a computer with a modem, the more mesmerising it became
for business managers to target uniformly this booming consumer market whilst still in its
infancy. Armed with this insight, the business world embarked on the quest for a first move
advantage. However, a great deal of these e-shops resulted in websites that none visited and none
shopped from. Websites whose content rarely changed, failed to attract the expected amount of
clientele to satisfy their performance criteria and thus, silently vanished.

Hype and confusion surrounding this new sales channel escalated and, the business case for the
product – focused virtual shop front started losing ground to the idea that the virtual duplication
of a physical retail site may not work. The most visible fix was a change in the business model.
Shifting to an advertising – based revenue model was much more likely to generate profit, given
that “a significant amount of demographic information had been gathered, and a number of key
segments identified. ‘Community’ became a polite way of talking about audience, consumer
demographics, and market segmentation while seeming sensitive to Internet users, their culture
and community” (Werry 1999:5). In other words, ‘community’ served as a catchphrase to
lure advertisers to a website by enabling them to apply the same marketing techniques and tools
they used in the physical marketplace. And this is exactly what the advertising model counted on:
the new economy is an ‘attention economy’.

The Attention Economy and the Rise of ‘Big is Good’  

‘Aggregating impressions’ and ‘capturing eyeballs’ provided advertisers with the decision
- making metrics to make safe bets regarding the websites they would advertise on. Suddenly,
‘attention’ had become a commodity, measured and expressed in tangible, numeric terms, in
exchange for advertising money. 

Evidently, this model favours centralisation and aggregation of content to attract as many
‘eyeballs’ as possible, and centralisation breeds further centralisation in a network economy
galvanised by positive feedback. In effect, it leads to ruthless consolidation in the market for
attention (Stalder 1999:2). So, in an economy that money flows from less visited sites to sites
with higher traffic, ‘portals’ reign. The virtual manifestation of the traditional mass medium
took the form of gargantuan, top-down organised content providers that aspire(d) to grow
continuously bigger, more widely known as ‘portals’.  “If you cannot sell to the audience,
sell the audience. Television’s hottest commodity is not its programs, the news or sit-coms, but
its audience, packaged into market segments and sold to advertisers seeking that segment. It’s a
bulk business…and this is what ‘portals’ are all about” (Stalder 1999:1).  

Yahoo! opened its gates in 1994 and since then, it has enjoyed tremendous success4. Even though
it started as a directory service listing websites that its founders thought to be interesting, the
increasing popularity of the website and signs of harsh competition as Internet search sites
mushroomed, convinced its founders to make Yahoo “a central place where users could find
anything, buy anything, or locate anyone” (Christensen et al 2000:49). The portal business was
born. From 1996 onwards, Yahoo embarked on a process of aggressive diversification, mainly
through strategic alliances, pursuing value in markets as diverse as financial and sport news,
travel services, auctions and corporate portals. Moreover, it also jumped on the ‘mass
customisation’ and ‘community’ bandwagon. In 1999, Yahoo acquired GeoCities which was
“the largest and fastest growing community of personal websites” (Brown 1999:36) and
offered its customers the ability to customize their Web experience in personalised pages, called
My Yahoo!. 
 
Despite the considerable effort made to realise profits from sources other than advertising, such as
charging fees for goods sold through Yahoo Shopping, online bill payment, extra mail storage,
and job listings; advertising still represented ninety percent of the organisation’s revenue in
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1999. Given that “in 1999, Yahoo grabbed one out of the roughly $8 billion spent on online
advertising in the US” (Rivlin 2001:44), revenue was plentiful and the advertising model as
solid as ever. Then came the dot.com collapse and with it a plethora of dot.coms that had been
rather enthusiastic to signing an advertising agreement with Yahoo as a symbolic entrance into
the dot.com arena§ (Ibid). With the majority of these dot.com advertisers gone, the demise of the
dot.com era signalled bleak prospects for Yahoo. Perhaps surprisingly, Yahoo’s president, Jeff
Mallett continues to place his bets primarily on advertising and believes that the “ad pie is still
growing…we’re going to take a bigger piece of that” (Ibid). 

Amidst hype and reality, the obsessive reliance on advertising fell short of expectations in the
eyes of the beholder - that is the swathe of portals that went belly–up as the advertising
landscape dried up - reports the Industry Standard Europe leader, and adds in a pessimistic tone
that “the days of the Internet portal are numbered…It’s one of the Internet’s great ironies:
Net advocates always said that [the Internet] would eliminate the middleman. For the moment,
ad-supported dot-coms such as Yahoo look like they are the middleman” (Ledbetter 2001b: 3).

Ironically, the most influential voice for the ‘attention economy’, Michael Goldhaber, is the
same man who rejects the long - term viability of the advertising model. In the first place, he does
not see how attention can be monetized or quantitatively measured, at least not the kind of
attention he refers to, whose value is inextricably linked to the relationship between the parties
that ’trade’ attention. Simply put, there are more chances that you will visit the website that a
friend or colleague has recommended than a website being featured in a magazine.  

Goldhaber (1997b) accepts that a great deal of online ventures depend decisively on advertising
revenue since "almost everyone seems to have come to the conclusion that the way to make
money on the Net is not by selling a chance to pay attention to what one produces, but by selling
advertisers the chance of getting attention through close association on the computer
screen”…but he warns against the fallacy embedded in this business model when he argues that
the long term outcome would eventually be to inflate the price of web-advertised products while
"similar but little-advertised versions of the same things would be much cheaper, and knowledge
of these lower-priced alternatives could also, ironically, be easily obtained on the Net itself"
(Ibid).

The world authority on the field of Innovation and Technology Management, Clayton
Christensen, draws an analogy to the offline department store industry and its evolution
throughout the 20th century from generic to specialised retailing. There is evidence that “each
disruption [in the retail industry] migrated upmarket to sell products and services that promised
higher margins”, and Christensen explains that in the case of portals, it means that highly
specialised and focused portals will flourish (Christensen et al 2000: 52, 53). Arguably, by “the
late 1990s, everyone wanted to be a portal…and hundreds of new companies emerged, declaring
themselves the definitive portal for enthusiasts of health information, pets, space – every
imaginable category and then some” (Ledbetter 2001).

Christensen acknowledges that “the most valuable real estate on the Internet is the space
occupied by the major portals…[they] are all attempting a portal strategy in much the same way
as the department stores did: they assure people that if they come to the site, they will be able to
find what they are looking for” but on the other hand, he emphasises “that the portal strategy
will only temporarily be a dominant strategy…once people know where to find the merchandise
they need, the value of the portal declines, and a set of focused retailers who have a brand
associated with a product category or a lifestyle are likely to supplant the portal” (Christensen et
al 2000:43).  

Not everyone shares the point of view that intermediaries will disappear or that portals are
doomed. On the contrary, many believe that the number of intermediaries will surge as a response
to a growing consumer demand for ‘someone looking through the mess to find valuable
information we need but do not have the time or desire to do so ourselves’. Intelligent software
agents that scan the Internet to compare goods across vendors and find the best prices are one
example. Interestingly, Tapscott points out “ the agents of 1999 searched at the retail/wholesale
level, not the producer level” (Tapscott 2000:82). As a result, intermediaries in the space
multiplied. 
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Tapscott has no doubt that intermediaries are perfectly suited to exploit unique branding
opportunities. “Rather than the brand you trust your [software] agent”(197). Not to forget the
sea change that accompanies dynamic pricing and its wider effect on brands. “When you offer
100$ to book any four-star hotel in San Francisco on Priceline [a business-to-consumer online
auction], you are blind to the brand. Priceline fosters a mind-set of brand equivalency. The same
occurs when you offer $170 for a VCR, specifying stereo, hi-fi and four heads. The qualifying
devices from Sony, Panasonic, and Toshiba become commodities with equivalent brands”
(197). 

Evans and Wurster (1997) agree that the explosion in connectivity will not result in
disintermediation and that this is exactly where the new business opportunities will emerge.
Either in the form of intelligent software agents, search engines, databases or someone simply
giving advice on how to navigate any given ‘space’, ‘infomediaries’ (intermediaries
trading in information) will be the definite agents of change. Interestingly, Evans and Wurster do
not share some of their contemporaries’ obsession that the future of business will be determined
on the basis of centrally capturing and manipulating customer data. The logic they put forward is
that since the net effect of harsh digital competition will be more specialised choices, consumers
will be deploying the help of increasingly more specialised ‘infomediaries’ (with different
interfaces) rather than relying on a single ‘infomediary’ such as a typical portal.  

Evidently, the impact on cross – selling opportunities is devastating. “As it becomes easier for
customers to switch from one supplier to another, the competitive value of one-stop shopping and
established relationships will drop. Cross-selling will become more difficult. Information about
customers’ needs or behaviour will be harder for companies to obtain. Competitive advantage
will be determined product by product, and therefore providers with broad product lines will lose
ground to focused specialists” (Evans & Wurster 1997). 

However, the prevailing wisdom in practice seems to be that customer and brand loyalty are now
an aspect of all -around shopping experience, not product quality. Therefore, aggregators such as
portals have the ability to build a killer brand by strengthening their relationship with customers
on a one-to-one basis (Tapscott 2000:196). A “comfortable and ubiquitous presence” [that
portals like Yahoo have established] is vital to assure sceptical Internet shoppers that the
company is to stay in business for a long time and engage them into a relationship (Ibid 196).
Slowly but gradually this ‘relationship’ will evolve into up and cross-selling opportunities. As
Tim DeMello CEO of Streamline, an online grocer, says “We are not in the grocery business,
we are not in the product business. We are in the customer lifestyle and relationship business”
(Ibid 72).  

Community by the Consumers for the Consumers: eBay and e-auctions 

Others however believe that the archetypical centralised model – the aggregator– will unfold
into myriad virtual communities of consumers. Based on "the premise that information belonging
to communities of consumers will be the most important resource in the new knowledge
economy", Henshall, the author of the COMsumer Manifesto (2000), predicts that
reconfigurations of social and economic activity in the form of consumer-driven e-communities,
who have grown powerful and arrogantly demanding, will emerge as the outcome of a long
process of ’aggregation’. 

As Henshall (2000) explains..."aggregators encourage the development and payment for goods
and services by function by navigating the new value network. The power of aggregators grows
as they build potential for broader network aggregation. At first they provide a simple one to
many functionality. As these aggregators evolve they will change the power structure from "one
to many" (i.e. one supplier to many customers) to a "many to one" model where a value creating
network is formed to satisfy individual or group demand. Over time the simple accumulation of
more detailed information by consumers will provide additional opportunities for community
aggregation".

In Henshall’s view, popular auction sites, like eBay and auctionwatch.com, are just representing
early stages of the coming economic reality in which virtual communities of consumers account
for the lion’s share of economic activity that sustains the model. Consumers are paid for their
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’attention’ or personal information and new flexible work arrangements accommodating the
demands of an e-lance economy, are rapidly coming to prevalence. The hypothesis underlying
this scenario is that " individuals collaborate and emergent communities direct the forces of
consumption...[which can be considered as a] switch from supply to demand driven models"
(Ibid). 

***
eBay – letsbuyit.com

Internet Balkanisation and AOL 

In an unintentionally horrifying account of the cyberspace to come, Sagawa (1997) argues that the
balkanisation of the Internet into a fragmented web of proprietary networks is inevitable. This
shift is attributed to Internet users’ desire for a seamless online experience that only corporations
can provide with. 

Interestingly, the role of online communities is central: "the biggest winners will be those
[content] providers that are able to create and manage electronic communities of interest. The
differentiated Internet will be far more hospitable to electronic communities, since customer
segments will naturally gravitate to the physical networks targeted at their needs. As their loyalty
grows, users will look to these communities for communication, information, and
transactions...the providers that organise these electronic communities will capture more than a
fair share of a rapidly expanding pie" (Sagawa 1997:136-137). 

It is fairly impossible not to think of AOL and the America Online cyber community when
reading the above. Firstly, AOL certainly seeks to differentiate itself from other service providers
on the basis of providing its members with a ‘seamless online experience’. “It’s not just
about Internet access…people need more than just an on-ramp to the Internet. They want a range
of content that’s easy to use, easy to find, delivered quickly and supported well” said AOL
president Robert Pittman in 1998 (Christensen et al 2000:51). Secondly, AOL efficiently
integrates information, communication, entertainment and, transactions. For example, it provides
news through partnerships with news providers such as the New York Times and Reuters;
entertainment such as online games which are developed within AOL’s own “content
factory”; shopping through its ‘shopping network’; and communication through chat rooms,
bulletin boards, and email.   
  
“AOL began as a pre-Internet online service in 1985, providing information, communications
and electronic commerce services through a proprietary, self-contained network.  [Its decision to
shun the open format of the Web drove analysts to question] AOL’s ability to survive since they
believed the Internet offered much of what AOL did, but with a much wider universe of offerings
and no subscription fees” (Christensen et al 2000:50). On the contrary, AOL did survive by
precisely turning this feature into its competitive edge. “The major factor that allowed AOL to
keep many of its systems proprietary was its offering of a reliability service to a tier of the
market, including Internet novices, who were not yet over served by the reliability of ISPs and
portal sites. This tier of the market was willing to pay for ease-of-use and user-friendliness not
available on the Web” (Christensen et al 2000:50). Although AOL has been realising revenue
from advertising and transactions, selling access to its closed, proprietary system remains the
principal source of revenue and it is quite a lucrative one given that AOL portrays itself as the
world’s largest online service provider and community with more than twelve million
subscribers. 

From its very inception, AOL described itself as a communityä. However, in the apocalyptic
Code is Law, Lawrence Lessig is quick to point out that AOL cannot be said to be a democratic
community as a result of deliberate space architecture (Ibid:73). For example, there can be no
more than twenty-three people at the same AOL ‘area’ at any given time and “there is no
public space where you could address all members of AOL…whereas the owners of AOL can
speak to all…AOL advertises to all its members and can send everyone an email. But only the
owners and those they authorise they can do so” (Ibid:68). 

Too much top-down imposed control can backfire and stifle innovation and ultimately destroy the
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online community. Cothrel and Williams (1999) prompt business managers to “resist the
temptation to control…because attempts to control online communities can kill them or send
them underground”. “The real question, according to Cothrel and Williams, is whether the
benefits of control are worth the potential drawback of dampening the creative spirit that fosters
innovation – one of the reasons for having online communities in the first place” (1999:57). 

So far so good for AOL. Confronted with the question “So, who will win on the Internet?”
Christensen reckons that companies that offer services to ISPs will be the major winners, but
“we can make qualified exceptions for companies such as AOL, which have maintained partial
integrity by serving a tier of the market that demands reliability, as opposed to the convenience
proposition that guides most other portals [like Yahoo]” (Christensen et all 2000:54). Dolfsma
offers a different perspective, which nonetheless points to a similar direction: Consumers are
more likely to be locked – in a relationship with an intermediary (such as AOL) “since the cost
of investing in a market relation between intermediary and consumer is much higher for the latter
and it is consequently unfavourable for a consumer to switch to another intermediary” (Dolfsma
1999). And she adds that while “Internet communities have extended possibilities to express
their voice, their members may not always be able to exercise the exit option because they are
locked into a relation with an intermediary that they have invested in heavily”[6] (Dolfsma
1999).

 
Gift Economy or exploitation of volunteer labour? 

There is an ongoing heated debate as to whether the Internet7 functions on the basis of a strongly
rooted ‘gift culture’ which promotes reciprocal sharing of online resources and similarly
discards financial reward systems as appropriate mechanisms of motivation, collaboration,
production and group action. “The idea is that online communities are driven not by scarcity but
by abundance, because digital goods can be reproduced practically infinitely. And in moving
from scarcity to abundance, the basis of social relations shift from dyadic exchange to gift giving
in which social status is associated not with "what you control but [with] what you give away.”
(Kuwabara 2000). 

And we can see online communities, such as Usenet discussion groups (Kollock 1997) and the
WELL which pioneered the volunteer model (Rheinghold 1993), to be premised on the free
sharing of information and community members offering help even to complete strangers without
expecting anything in return. Whether we are witnessing a new socio-economic paradigm or it is
simply “social life, plain and pure, even online – have you ever considered charging someone
on the street who asks for directions?” (Stalder 1999) – remains to be seen.

However, beyond any doubt as Richard Barbrook (1998) clarifies, people when online, “spend
most of their time participating within the gift economy rather than engaging in market
competition. Because users receive much more information than they can ever give away, there is
no popular clamour for imposing the equal exchange of the marketplace on the Net”. Barbrook
is also quick to point out that money-commodity and gift relations are not mutually exclusive but
“co-exist in symbiosis”8. 

At first sight, the gift economy comes across as an essential element of online co-operation, a
cultural trait deeply embedded within cyberspace. Nothing wrong with this. And volunteers have
always been homesteading their electronic neighbourhood in ways that extend the boundaries of
the network and maximize its value9. Nothing wrong with that either. 

The implications stem from how “models of Internet commerce advocate exploiting the
volunteerism and gift economy traditions that prevail on the Net” (Werry 1999). While some
punters restrain themselves to experimenting with ‘high-tech gift culture marketing’10; other
commercial organisations infamously regard people who voluntarily contribute their time and
effort to the online communities they belong to as free labour, nonetheless, subject to express
delegation of command and control. 

“Online community companies, from GeoCities to iVillage, are supported by volunteers who
spend their free time maintaining the communities they love. But, paradoxically, the companies
are also profiting from the work those volunteers put into the communities. Does that mean that
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the volunteers should be reimbursed for their efforts? Are the volunteers, in fact, slaving away as
unpaid community employees?” asks Janelle Brown (1999a). 

Central to the debate is AOL and its ‘community leader’ scheme according to which
thousands of volunteers contribute their time to organising and maintaining their electronic
neighbourhood and helping newcomers in return for free access to the AOL system. Regardless of
the commercial value that these volunteers add to the ‘community’, AOL’ s programme
backfired11 and disgruntled community leaders flocked away from AOL to create their own
corporate – free online communities elsewhere. 

The problem concludes Janelle Brown (1999a) is not volunteerism or community leaders or the
gift culture, but specific commercial organisations’ attitude towards ‘community’. Werry
(1999) takes this argument a step further and criticises multi-level marketing practices12
employed by commercial organisations that aim at mobilising volunteers as free marketers as
“this tends to skew community formation and the production of online resources in ways that
are aligned with corporate interests, rather than public or community interests”.  

***

Decentralisation, Niche Markets, and Mass Customisation 

Having delved into the drivers responsible for the structure of economic activity in cyberspace,
Felix Stalder (1999), explains that the degree of centralisation on the Net, apart from being
receptive to cultural factors, is mostly a ‘monetary’ issue. In his words… “the situation [with
portals] will continue as long as money can be transferred in amounts that make the aggregation
of information necessary to match them…[and only] when the flow of online money becomes
decentralised, then what can be done with that money becomes decentralised too”. Part of the
solution towards sustainable decentralisation, according to Stalder (1999), might be an
infrastructure enabling micro payments that will “add the monetary component to certain types
of transactions without pressing it into standard offline models”13. 

Nevertheless, in a utopian decentralised scenario, specialised web sites and ‘voices’ would
flourish, and content would no longer have to be homogenised as in the case of portals. The
argument is well known: niche equals success. From mass anything to mass customisation. Henry
Ford ‘s precious Model T is dead. As early as two centuries ago, Adam Smith pointed out that
as the size of the market increases, so should the degree of specialisation (Smith 1776). By
focusing only on a tiny segment (a ‘niche’) of the market and exploiting it on a critical scale,
you do not have to appeal to a mass audience to realise huge profits. 

By the mid 1990s, no matter whether you looked in the online or offline world, mass
customisation and niche marketing had become the new corporate mantra. Mass customisation
was the new frontier in business competition (Pine 1993) and one-to-one marketing was the key
towards competitive advantage (Peppers & Rogers 1997). Hagel and Armstrong saw the
emergence of ‘market segments of one’ in cyberspace (Hagel & Armstrong 1997) and Don
Tapscott evangelised ‘mass customisation on the Net’ (Tapscott 1996: 92). 

In the Affluent Society, J.K. Galbraith had hinted that the collapse of mass production and
markets could well be the forthcoming economic reality as increasingly mass consumer markets
stagnated and the relative cost of aggressive advertising required to stimulate consumer spending
outstripped the potential for growth. The notion of a ‘postmodern’ society and
‘postindustrial’ organisation that embraces diversity and individual initiative is the social
reflection of “the end of mass society, when there was little choice but to do what everyone else
did”(Leadbeater 2002:30). With the liberalisation of world trade, competition became fierce and
consumers started demanding products tailored to their needs (Leadbeater 2000), and a decline in
the appeal of mass society, mass market and mass production was only natural given that
consumers no longer wanted to be identified as part of the mass (Limerick & Cunnington 1993). 

People… “want to express their difference through identity with subsets of the once
homogeneous conception. Now, there are multiple and niche - based sources of identity, such as
sexuality, culture and ethnicity. Niche - based markets sustain these sources of identity. Flexible
production systems mean that firms can deliver different adaptations of a product to different
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markets, rather than presuming or creating a mass market” (Clarke & Clegg 2000:49).

Who is the customer we should aim at and how should we approach them? : From
harnessing loyal customers and building relationships to infusing ideaviruses and loose talk 

1.From customer acquisition to customer retention: e- CRM, Price and service discrimination
and Cross-selling opportunities 

The U-turn from mass to niche marketing propelled a series of management transformations. Had
it not been for niche marketing, many organisations might have never considered evaluating the
profitability of customers at an individual level. Marketing revolutionaries Peppers and Rogers
(1997) postulated that if loyal customers generate the majority of profit and the process of
attracting potential customers and converting them to actual ones constitutes a great financial
burden - which is true given that advertising costs represent(ed) the greatest expense in any
marketing plan - then marketing’s role should shift from customer acquisition to customer
retention. By creating an interactive relationship and constantly motivating the consumer to give
more information, the marketer can offer more products to satisfy increasingly more of the
customer’s needs, argued Peppers and Rogers (1997). 

This value proposition did not go unnoticed through corporate radars. Corporations no longer had
to invest in attacking new markets and obsessively trying to proselytise new customers. No more
risk. Limitless growth and expansion could now be achieved by focusing on your loyal
customers. 

It really caught on: loyal customers cost less to retain, are receptive to what the company has to
say or sell and they are the best marketers a company can have since ‘word-of-mouth is the
most effective marketing of all’. What customers ask for in return is a ‘relationship’, which
on the marketing side, means ’personalisation’. And this was what relationship marketing aimed
at.  

Regis McKenna was advocating a niche approach to market positioning since 1986 and went on
to explain that a focused organisation and strategy ask for more personalised, customer-centric,
marketing communications (McKenna 1991). Most crucially, he argued, online consumers are not
just consumers. They are also producers. Online consumers can and should be actively engaged in
the production process by means of providing the organisation with personal information and in
return expecting for a value proposition tailored to their individual needs and wants (McKenna
1997). McKenna’s Relationship Marketing (1991) rhetoric was so convincing that it spawned a
whole new category, known as Customer Relationship Management. The so acclaimed during the
dot.com hysteria, e-CRM, was the e-version of Relationship Marketing. 

E – CRM means one of two separate things or both. “One meaning is the use of Web
technology to achieve CRM objectives, for example, the sharing of customer information across
the company. The other meaning is the extension of CRM to customer interactions taking place
over the Internet” (Classe 2001: 44). Theoretically speaking, e-CRM means using the Internet to
better serve the customers by getting to know more things about them. In practice though, e-CRM
referred to two distinctively different things. One was capturing as much as possible personal
customer information by tracking and monitoring every single user ‘click’. Long forms to fill
in, data mining techniques, cookies, and prying software that came to be known as e-CRM
software was deployed to track how people get to the website, why and when they leave and
where they go next. The other was replying to customer enquiries via email. No matter how
simple this may sound, there are plenty of corporations struggling to respond ‘in a
personalised’ - or simply humane - manner to customer enquiries via email. 

It can be easily understood why manipulation of customers’ information was so appealing. Let
aside Orwellian syndromes and big brother theories, cross-selling opportunities that the shift to
customer retention is meant to capitalise upon, are hard to ignore. “The Web allows companies
to draw a graph of a customer’s lifetime value. You can learn how customers end up in your
fold, which are the best and the worst ones, and why some abandon their shopping basket before
they make the final transaction” (Economist 2000: Survey: E-MGT: 43, 44). As a result, in
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2000, the Economist pontificates that there is indeed a massive shift from acquisition to retention
and emphasises that “companies now also have the tools to exploit what they know about their
existing customers…companies are starting to realise that they cannot offer the same quality of
service to everyone. They know that the true promise of customer data is to help them to
discriminate, in service quality and perhaps in price, and to target their services so that they give
priority to the most profitable folk on their books” (Economist 2000: Survey: E-MGT: 43, 44). 

Amazon.com is a good example of an organisation exploiting the ‘discrimination and
cross-selling’ promise of the Web. However, its price discrimination plans largely collapsed
when it was fiercely accused of discriminating against customers by quoting different prices for
the same book (Economist 2000: Survey: E-MGT: 43, 44). At the moment, most companies
hesitate to accept that such price discrimination practices are deployed or deny that there are any
such plans whatsoever. Especially when news travel fast through the Internet. “I wouldn’t
want to know one of my customers bumping into another and saying we had given them a better
deal” says Cisco’s Daichendt. (Ibid). While it is true that the Internet can provide marketers
with a tool to determine how customers react to variations in the price; customers may turn out to
be rather unsympathetic, thus driving the ‘discriminatory strategies’ in the underground. 

2.Collaborative filtering: one of the same or marketing from the market’s perspective?  

In a thorough study of the leading e-tailer, Sandeep Krishnamurthy (2002) chronicles Amazon’s
business evolution and attributes its success as a bookseller to a wide spectrum of factors14. But
most crucial above all, in Krishnamurthy’s view, is Amazon’s vision: to become Earth’s
most customer-centric company and biggest store; essentially a “platform on which you can do
a lot of things” as Amazon.com’s founder, Jeff Bezos puts it (Hof 2000). Even though
Krishnamurthy clearly assigns great importance and commercial value to amazon’s
customer-centric focus, an important point evades him. 
 
Amazon has not revolutionalised the bookselling industry because it offers such a vast collection
of books, many of which are cheaper than at high-street bookstores. Neither because it has laid
the ground for cross-selling opportunities by deploying highly sophisticated CRM technologies
which track and record every single customer click. What is so special about Amazon.com is that
it invites readers to send reviews of books and to rate them on a five-star scale along with a
commentary expressing their thoughts and opinions on the book. Authors have the right to reply
and other reviewers can comment on how useful the review was to them but they cannot change
the review (Preece 2000:73). 

This process or technology – called collaborative filtering or social navigation - has drawn quite
some attentionç. According to E-commerce specialists Fingar, Kumar and Sharma (1999),
“collaborative filtering is at the heart of one-to-one personalisation and community
building...the technology can be used to collect ratings about items available in an
I-Market…Once an I-Market has collected a critical mass of ratings, it can respond to customer
enquiries with recommendations that are tuned to customers’ preference patterns.
Customer-driven collaborations and buying patterns tracked by collaborative filtering facilities
can also be used to achieve advertising precision never before possible – the ultimate tool for up
– selling and cross-selling” (Fingar et al 1999). 

While Fingar, Kumar and Sharma (1999) regard ‘collaborative filtering’ as a community
building and personalisation tool that aims at seizing cross-selling and up-selling opportunities,
Malcolm Gladwell is far more radical. He believes that ‘collaborative filtering’ gives the
chance to under supported (in terms of traditional marketing promotion) ‘outsiders’ to beat the
‘blockbuster’. It gives the opportunity to the ‘no-brand-name’ to outperform the
established brand (Gladwell 1999).

Gladwell (1999) explains that collaborative filtering “works as a kind of doppelgänger search
engine. All of us have had the experience of meeting people and discovering that they appear to
have the very same tastes we do—that they really love the same obscure foreign films that we
love, or that they are fans of the same little-known novelist whom we are obsessed with. If you
and your doppelgänger love the same ten books, chances are you’ll also like the eleventh book he
likes. Collaborative filtering is simply a system that sifts through the opinions and preferences of
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thousands of people and systematically finds your doppelgänger--and then tells you what your
doppelgänger’s eleventh favorite book is”.

Chris Locke is sure that collaborative filtering is neither just a “sophisticated version of
“Would you like fries with that?” [nor a technology which simply] automates cross-selling and
up-selling opportunities” (Locke 2001: 113). As he says, the view looks radically different from
a high vantage point. “Collaborative filtering works bottom-up by feeling out the edges of
emergent micromarkets based on personal tastes and interests, in effect defining potential online
communities” (Ibid). Locke reminds us that the ideal form of marketing is world-of-mouth or
‘markets are conversations’ and all these kids that rush to the Harry Potter dedicated pages at
Amazon.com do not see ‘collaborative filtering’; they see ‘conversations’ among people
sharing the same interest: Harry Potter. So, “They are beginning to talk to one another. They
understand. No one had to explain it to them” (Locke 2001:109). So, “what’s the commercial
benefit?” The fact that the forthcoming but yet unpublished Harry Potter book is from now
amazon’s number one bestseller should be indicative of these conversations’ commercial
value (Locke 2001: 113).

Locke contends that “Amazon.com’s real innovation was to create a marketplace where
customers, not advertisers and marketers, could access the value of products…the really
interesting marketing action is not how this information is being used to pitch products –
“would you like War and Peace with that?” – but in how it’s being used to hook people up
and get them talking with each other. “Hey, I just read War and Peace, and man, I gotta tell ya,
this Tolstoy dude rulez!”” (Locke 2001:114). And amazon.com does whatever possible to
enrich its relational space through member pages, wish lists, purchase circles and discussion
boards; essentially encouraging online communities to coalesce around topics of interest, such as
books, movies and music.

3.From permission marketing to ideaviruses 

Neither email as a potentially powerful marketing mechanism went unnoticed. Part of the
problem that marketing was confronted with was simply that marketing costs had gone ballistic
and people were increasingly passive and indifferent towards new ads. Email could change that.
Asking for ‘permission’ was all that is needed, said Seth Godin. The central thesis in his
massively successful Permission Marketing is that bombarding people with advertising messages
serves only to catch their attention. But as information and choices around us abound, we have
decreasing levels of tolerance to interruption. The solution? No more expensive advs. No more
interruption. “If the marketing messages you send are anticipated, relevant and personal, they
will cut through the clutter and increase the prospect’s knowledge of the benefits you offer”[15]
(Godin 1995).

Not many of these emails were personal. Neither positively anticipated. Hordes of what came to
be known as spam – unsolicited email looking for customers – flooded millions of inboxes.
Nowadays, as much as eighty percent of all incoming email traffic to Hotmail is spam. No matter
how you call it – spam, email, opt-in or permisson marketing – it has descended in notoriety
exactly because of interrupting people.  

Nevertheless, Godin was not finished. With no hesitation, he rode the ‘community’ wave and
evangelised marketing as an ideavirus§ that propagates through networks of people. “In creating
an ideavirus, we aren’t buying space -- we’re producing an environment, one 
where an idea can replicate and spread” (Godin 2000). But Godin clearly stresses the
community aspect as of paramount importance¾. “Whenever advertisers build their business
around the strategy of talking directly to the customer, they become slaves to the math of
interruption marketing. What marketers are now on the lookout for -- and we’re all marketers now
-- is something that taps into the invisible currents that run between and among consumers.
Instead of talking to -- or at -- consumers, we have to help consumers talk to one another”
(Godin 2000).  

In a thought provoking critique of Internet commerce, Chris Locke (2001) is nothing but
sympathetic and sees no fertile ground for marketing as an idea virus, at least not in the sense
Godin does. “Godin says that the future belongs to marketers who establish a foundation and
process where interested people can market to each other. Ignite consumer networks and get out
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of the way and let them talk. But what exactly is a ‘consumer network’? People tend to join
into self-selecting communities online, but unless we’re talking about buying clubs, they don’t
typically aggregate around products. Instead, they come together around common interests. They
may ‘consume’ products in the process, but this consumption is a side effect. They do not
network as the ‘consumers’ business has seen them as for a century, but as new tribes of
hunter/gatherers” (Locke 2001:91).

4. Markets are conversations 

For people like Christopher Locke, a pioneer of online marketing and editor of the Internet
Business Report since 1993, just building a website, adding a few chat rooms and forums and
expecting that people will come and as if by magic they will create commercial value out of
interacting with other people is far from being the solution to re-invigorating e-commerce. 

In a path - breaking attempt to shake business waters, Locke (2000) makes a compelling case that
“markets are conversations”. He recalls himself working as "the PR guy" who at some point
decided that he had enough of his boring job. So instead of quitting, he started talking to people.
Normally, he would talk to promote “the product or the company". Talking to the press was his
job after all. But that was about to change. He stopped promoting ’how good the product really is’
and started talking to people about things he really liked – even about himself. As he admits
"these conversations weren’t work. They were interesting and engaging. They were exciting.
They were fun. I couldn’t wait to get back to work on Monday morning…then something even
more amazing happened. The company started "getting ink." Lots of it. And not in the lowly trade
rags it had been used to, but in places like The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal and
Business Week.... that’s how I discovered PR doesn’t work and that markets are conversations"
(Locke 2000:35). 

“When paradox becomes paradigm, worst practices work best” (Locke 2001:108) and Locke
urges us to forget about the hype that out there a market exists in the conventional marketing
sense. There is no market. There are no market segments. Unique individuals populate the
Internet and if there has to be a market classification at all, then this market resembles ancient
gatherings of people that are oblivious to traditional market research. In fact, the process of
market segmentation is turned upside–down in cyberspace. “When companies use the
techniques of [market] segmentation, they look at markets through the lens of product. “We
have this thing. Who can we get to buy it?”. In contrast, when online audiences look at this new
medium, they look through the lens of interest. “I’m curious about this subject. Who can tell
me more?”” (Locke 2001:101)

The actual business opportunity is particularly this honest piece of advice we expect to be given
when asking people who share our passions and drives. “In this natural (Internet communities
have always been self-selecting) aggregation, online is far more efficient than conventional
media. People find what they want not as much through advertising as through far more credible
word-of-mouth from friends and colleagues…From an internet perspective, web micro markets
[that is online communities] don’t think of themselves as markets at all, but rather as nascent
communities of interest”(Locke 2001:12,13).

On these premises, the best an organisation could do is actively encourage all employees to
embrace and use the Internet in any manner the latter see wise to express themselves and to
promote their own personal hobbies and interests. A good start would be a personal homepage for
every employee. From there on, all the organisation can do is harness the creativity of emergent
talented ‘authors - employees’ and ensure that all resources needed are made available to that
person to get further involved in his/her ‘special project’. Hopefully, this individual person’s
creativity and passion will attract other people who share the same interest and perhaps even a
community will be formed around that person’s project, may that be a website devoted to
graffiti or a mailing list discussing the latest advances in nanotechnology. And if markets are
indeed conversations and interesting ideas propagate well via networks, customers will come.

This model is sustained exclusively by corporate underwriting rather than banner ads or product
sales and financial targets are nowhere to be seen as this would inevitably threaten to undermine
the actual gains which stem from being connected to the real marketplace; not the one you think
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as real – the one that is real. Therefore, “success should be measured on the quality of the
content and the diversity of its sources – instead of by the sales leads it generates” (Locke
2001:106).  These criteria are in stark contrast to the ones set in a e-CRM driven community
which evaluate the community’s success based on “the number of participants, amount of time
spent in the community, and transaction intensity – [and whose ultimate goal is] to create
profiles on individual customers which will yield rich data sets about both individuals and
customer segments” (Hagel & Armstrong 1997:143). 

Cyber Community Mania 

In 1997, in a book aspiring to be the first substantiated treatise of the implications presented by
virtual communities from a business lens, Hagel and Armstrong (1997b: 141) urged companies to
“leverage this customer power rather than fight it” and, stressed that as markets become more
efficient and consumers more powerful, the quality of the offered product or service is far more
important than the strength of the brand for corporate survival (Ibid:142). As a consequence, the
scope of marketing and sales is redefined. 

How ‘online community’ fits into the picture is best exemplified by a Cobra Golf bulletin
board exchange described by Hagel and Armstrong (1997b: 146). Cobra Golf Inc. is a golf clubs
manufacturer who encourages people to post unedited messages on its site’s bulletin boards.
One such exchange depicts a consumer asking for any useful advice others may have to offer on a
specific Cobra golf club he is thinking of buying, and another knowledgeable person posting his
personal opinion to the board as a response to the previous enquiry.   

This bulletin board exchange follows below:

Date: 21 June 1999 – Fri 11:53Author: --------e-mail: --------@helisys.com
I am looking for a new driver. Currently, I am debating whether to buy the Taylor Made Bubble
Titanium driver of the Cobra Ti. Can anyone help me with this situation?
Date: 24 June 1999 – Mon 09:02Author: ---------e-mail: ---------@aol.com
I recently purchased the 8.5-degree titanium tour driver from Cobra. It is the longest driver I’ve
ever hit. Something to take note of, that isn’t advertised by Cobra, is the gear effect of the club.
The clubface is rounded such that, should you not hit the sweet spot, the gear effect will bring the
ball back into the fairway. I’ve added 15 yards, at least, to my average drive. Nice shaft and grip
too. FYII’m a 12 handicap (due to short game and putting difficulties)

Source: Hagel & Armstrong 1997, pp.146

Ultimately, as the above ‘exchange’ demonstrates, the separation of marketing and sales or
advertising and transactions will cease to exist. Customers armed with a modem and credit cards
are able to click on an adv and immediately place an order. Even though Hagel and Armstrong
make clear that digitising offline ads will not work online and that advertising should not be
perceived (by consumers) as intrusive; they also maintain that “communities should stimulate
impulse buying” (Ibid 147).

In practice though, ‘community should trigger impulse buying and expand demand for a
product or service’ meant banner adds. Lots of banner adds. Geocities is an online community
wherein the use of banner adds had a detrimental effect. “Its business model was based on
selling banner adds on the home pages of its members; monetizing the traffic that these pages
attracted” (Brown 1999:35). Given that Geocities was stumbling on coming up with an
alternative revenue stream, it was only a matter of time (or money) until the number of these
banners went stratospheric and brought the user experience to a halt16. 

The situation deteriorated as community leaders flocked away from a company that ignored them
and Geocities gradually metamorphosed into a ‘ghost town’. In 1999, Geocities, in a state of
near collapse, was acquired by Yahoo in a stock deal valued $3.5 billion. In hindsight, it seems
that “the Web’s biggest community was not a community at all” (Ibid 39). “[These people]
want a place with as much space as they can get, with as few ads as possible…it has nothing to do
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with community. It’s completely opportunistic” (Kim quoted in Brown 1999:38). Janelle
Brown explains that “although Geocities – and similar sites – may have sold themselves to
investors by touting their ‘dedicated community’ and millions of members, only a small
percentage of that number ever considered the service a community at all” (Ibid 38). 

Hagel and Armstrong (1997) draw attention to three strategic choices with respect to ‘what
online community’ the organisation should align its online strategy with. The first option is to
create an organisation - attached virtual community from scratch, which demands a great deal of
resources, especially time for an online community to be formed around it. The outcome of such a
‘creation’ strategy is uncertain and cannot be actively anticipated. The second approach is
“to opt to amalgamate online with other organisations – providers in order to offer a broad
virtual community through which customers could access and compare a very wide range of
industry provision. Such a model of shared industry interface has attractions in terms of reduced
overheads. The final strategy involves the targeted inhabitation of one or more
existing/developing virtual communities that may – in their broad totality – achieve long-term
member affiliations by meeting individual relationship, interest, fantasy and transaction costs”
(Barnatt 1998: 167,168). Clearly, the benefit of the last approach is that the organisation does not
have to invest heavily in creating its own community, in effect minimising costs and risk and
maximizing flexibility. 

Furthermore, such an ‘inhabitation’ strategy is more likely to appeal to business managers
used to allocating resources to highly specialised ‘locations of marketing exposure and
promotion’ as part of a niche marketing plan. For instance, “to market a ‘Darth Vader
pension plan’ by a conventional mailshot or TV advertising would be foolish and expensive.
However, to so-badge this type of offering within the Tatooine Sci-Fi district of the FortuneCity
virtual community could prove a rather smart marketing strategy” (Barnatt 1998:168).  

By reading between the lines, you come to realise that what Hagel and Armstrong try to get
across is that accurate market segmentation (which translates into up and cross selling
opportunities and price and service discrimination) can only be realised by engaging the customer
in a long – lasting relationship. To go on, consumers are likely to seek information and forge
relationships (that aim at achieving better deals with vendors on the basis of aggregating demand
and increasing bargaining power) with other consumers, in effect creating e-commerce
communities. Therefore, since individual consumers are more likely to be attached to a commerce
– centric community rather than to a single company, organisations should better develop a
community interface and space which will bridge the gap between the organisation and the
marketplace before their competitors do. 

In light of the online communities’ potential “to become the key customer infomediaries,
social forums and trading arenas of the early twenty–first century” (Barnatt 1998:161),
“online community is seen as a means of intensifying and advancing existing trends in mass
customisation and narrowcasting” (Werry 1999). It is also worth noting that “the interpretation
of community, communication, commerce and marketing is so perfect that they are practically
indistinguishable” (Werry 1999).

By 1998, web - based community sites had become the acquisition target of major media and
Internet players alike (Internet World 1998; Werry 1999). In fact, community had been morphing
into the new e-commerce epidemic. According to Wilson (1999), the reason why e-commerce had
not yet delivered was because the most essential element was missing: community. So, by
infusing e-commerce sites with community, value - added to the customers would increase and
the need to create ‘trust’ in a largely anonymous space would be taken care of. “Creating
online experiences conducive to shopping instead of simple browsing or buying” was the way
forward (Wilson 1999). ‘Community’ when translated into web design meant that commercial
sites began to add chatlines, bulletion boards, games and forms to enter personal information
(Werry 1999). 

Three years have passed and recent reports still point to the same direction. According to a 2002
McKinsey report promiscuously titled The Case for Online Communities, users of community
features represent about one-third of all visitors to the leading e-tailing sites studied but generate
two-thirds of their sales. Moreover, these users are more likely to be turned into loyal customers
with obvious benefits. The report concludes that the “use of community features remains strong
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and is an essential element of on-line success.” (McKinsey_ Brown et all: 2002). 

Return to Old Values and Community Accountable organisations 

Somewhere in between all that fog of commercial uncertainty and technological upheaval, global
financial markets unleashed their wrath and forced the New Economy to kneel down in awe. The
year 2000 and 2001 was not a new beginning but the beginning of the end for a swathe of
e-commerce endeavours. The dream of Digitopia was under attack. The Internet bubble was
exposed to be thin air, and the so-coveted IPO - Silicon Valley culture was blown by the
collective fury of sceptical investors asking for sustainable governance models, tangible revenue
streams and pragmatic levels of growth.  The Industry Standard Europe leader witnessed that the
“market has already made funeral arrangements for business-to-consumer” (Ledbetter 2001a:
5) e-commerce and along with it a phalanx of otherwise glorious dot.coms plunged into debt and
inevitably bite the dust17. 

It is not within the scope of this research to examine the dot.com slump and explain why it
occurred. However, the outcome of such turbulence is directly relevant to the role of ‘online
community’, as it will certainly exert great influence over the next wave of electronic commerce
models and practices.

In this case the outcome can also be seen as the economy’s recommended remedy to
plug-and-play enterpreneurs. Presumably, this is a return to the good, tried-out, old business
values: a ’niche’ market focus and outstanding level of customer service when combined with an
almost cleric devotion to minimisation of costs will lead to tangible profits. According to
orthodox business wisdom, all businesses rise or fall on their ability to attract, convert and retain
customers..."the foundation of long term profitability is lifetime customer value" (Agrawal
2001:31) and e-commerce organisations should be no exception. 

As if the dot.com slump was not much of a global scale business catastrophe, evidence of
widespread financial engineering malpractices and mounting dissatisfaction with the free market
orchestrated capitalist system soon spread as a media virus overwhelming global financial
markets and asking for a major restructuring in corporate governance and financial performance
measures18. 

In response to the declining appeal of a self-interest driven market economy, social capital and
trust rose to prevalence as vital ingredients of social growth and sustainable economic
development whose insufficient supply explains various economic systems’ shortcomings
(Fukuyama 1995). Trust was (is) depicted as the fundamental determinant of long-term economic
growth, a remedy to the short – termism of financially driven market economies and as the glue
that holds any economic system together (Hutton 1995). 

Put otherwise, a weak or strong sense of community determines whether the economy falters or
blossoms, therefore both society and economy should be organised to maximise a sense of
community19. On these premises, we can safely argue that the tension between community and
markets can only intensify. Especially in the face of a volatile market economy wherein
commercial exploitation of scientific knowledge gives rise to products and services which have a
far-reaching social impact, such as in the case of genetically modified food; the need to enforce
upon companies obligations to communities is undeniable. 

As a natural consequence, it is not hard to see how the argument for ethical markets and
community – accountable organisations and management styles which not only seek to
maximize shareholders’ profits but also aim at maximizing society’s welfare can extend to the
realm of cyberspace. We can anticipate that more and more organisations will claim that they are
community – oriented and that the way their business is run is harmonically aligned with the
local community and society’s interests. The most obvious first step towards this is to develop a
‘community space’ in their website, perhaps in the form of a discussion forum, as a tool to
engage the wider community in a dialogue regarding the organisation’s role within that
community and ultimately as a means to jointly deal with major social concerns whose impact is
beyond the reach of any single corporation. 
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Disruptive online communities for commerce 

While community was becoming the latest new buzzword in Internet business (Brown 1999), a
succession of events and their collective impact raging as a bull in a china shop promised to
change the landscape forever and ‘commercial virtual community’ was in the epicentre of that
disruption. Think Linux. Think Napster. Think Quake and Starcraft. 

Linux – a state-of-the-art operating system jointly developed by thousands of volunteers on the
Internet and lacking any kind of traditional marketing promotion – attracted huge attention in
the late 90s and threatened to destabilise the software industry by changing the rules of the game
and dethroning long established incumbents, notably Microsoft. The striking success of
commercial organisations attached to the online Linux community – as evidenced by their
soaring share prices - only served to re-enforce the view that community was finally big business.

Then came Napster and the peer-to-peer file-sharing storm that the music industry has not yet
managed to weather and it is likely that it never will. Napster educated people to share their music
files effortlessly at no cost and provoked the industry’s fury. The moment that Napster was shut
down, a dozen different technologies sprung up to take its place and harness a booming cyber
community of music lovers. Initially, the music industry isolated the problem to the technologic
part. But that was not the root of the problem. The real problem is the cyber community of sixty
million people who seek new ways to share their music. “The ‘P’ in P2P is people”
(Winner 2001) and do not take this wrong, but above all things, these people are not free – riders
or pirates or just another underground group – they are the music labels’ mainstream clientele.
Music industry executives started getting the point. Online community means money. And unless
the music industry comes up with a way to foster this online community and make money out of
it, there is not much of a future for it. 

In addition, the success of online games such as Starcraft, Quake, Doom and Ultima Online
turned the tables on the entertainment industry which relentlessly struggles to convince people to
pay for online content. What happens when a $20 billion a year industry moves online and online
gaming is one of the very few things that people - demonstrably - do not hesitate to pay for? Bing
Bang (The Economist). Combine that with the fact that "now there is a possibility of social play
that is far greater than at any time before in human history" (Poole 2000:178) and that ’clans’ and
’community norms’ underpin the very essence of online gaming, and the first thought that comes
to mind is that community, in this game, also means money. Especially when considering that
thirty thousand players form ’clans’ and connect simultaneously to play Starcraft.

These virtual communities were not formed to seize commercial profits or promote any
commercial interests. Commercial processes and windows for commercial exploitation emerged
as a by-product and there is substantial evidence indeed that these windows were small enough to
attract established incumbents, at least until the tipping point of critical mass had been reached. In
addition, these cyber communities emerged bottom-up without any sort of central planning and
corporate oversight and exhibit an unmatched ability to grow in a massively decentralised
fashion. They tend to coalesce around certain community - aggregation points (ie. slashdot.org,
napster.com), but their sustainability is not dependent upon any given aggregation point. They
demonstrate a flexibility to deal with information spaces as if they are digital nomads seeking for
temporary shelter but on the other hand they are most eager to create a plethora of attached
congregation points, in effect extending the boundaries of the community. 

Due to their skyrocketing growth they are currently perceived to be cultural phenomena, part of
the marching digital culture, with far reaching implications for both the industries they pervade
and the field of electronic commerce. They are peculiar hybrids of online community
encompassing online communities of commerce, practice, communication and interest and
ultimately propose different consumer models and market dynamics. Thus, they deserve more
space for these issues to be further explored and Chapter 4 is devoted to this.

Conclusions 

In overall, we can confidently come to the conclusion that for the foreseeable future ‘virtual
community’ will be increasingly pursued as a rational strategy whether in the pursuit of more
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detailed customer information to appropriate cross–selling and up-selling opportunities, to
connect to the targeted marketplace and embark on a long lasting social exchange process without
which corporate survival is elusive, to establish a community identity and take an active part in
resolving community issues that in turn might please and attract more customers, or simply as an
attempt to project a community – friendly corporate image that financial markets, if convinced,
will handsomely reward. 

In the next chapter, we discuss the analytical framework deployed in this research and explain the
choice of the methods used to research the paper. The strengths and limitations of the chosen
approach are also highlighted.

Chapter 3
Research Methodology: 1000 words

Chapter 4 
Case Studies: Linux, Napster and Online Gaming: 3000

Chapter 5
Discussion: 1500 words 

Chapter 6 
Discuss and critically evaluate the system: 1200 words 

Chapter 7
Conclusions: 700 words
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